
The days of long-distance flights to reach the customer are 
over. Going forward, WALDRICH COBURG will offer com-
prehensive service out of Beijing for the 135 machine tools 
currently milling and grinding in China.  

Under the name „Waldrich Coburg Machine Tool Maintenance 
Service (Beijing) Ltd. 瓦德里希科堡机床维修服务（北京）有限公司“ 
German and Chinese engineers are planning to work to-
gether to service machinery that is already installed, as 
well as being responsible for installing and commission-
ing all new machinery on top of that. 

With this service company, WALDRICH COBURG is guaran-
teeing its customers even better levels of process and pro-
duction reliability. The Coburg-based manufacturer of large 
machinery is doing so by promising fast support in under 24 
hours, thus ensuring a high degree of machine availability. 
All the necessary spare parts will be kept in stock in China 
and all service business can be conducted in the local cur-
rency, RMB. Fast and direct communication in the local lan-
guage fosters a close relationship with the customer. 

In the future, 10 employees, including German specialists, 
will represent WALDRICH COBURG VALUES in China. The 
long-term view is to develop and look after the entire Asian 
market from this Chinese base. Through this commitment, 
WALDRICH COBURG wants to deepen its understanding 
of the country’s culture and the Chinese people’s mindset 
even further too. 

Managing Director Hubert Becker: “We are meeting the de-
mands of the Chinese market, since conditions here have 
changed. The customer expects fast service and is no lon-
ger prepared to wait several days for support to arrive; af-
ter all, machine stops mean financial losses. It is really im-
portant for us that Chinese managers be incorporated into 
running the business quickly, in order to strengthen cus-
tomer confidence and bring customers even closer to us.”

In light of this, Liu Zhong Bai will become General Manager, 
whilst Hans-Joachim Rose will be responsible for general 
quality control and quality improvement.  

A look at the statistics clearly shows that Bavaria’s export 
hits over the last few years have included machinery and 
electrical engineering products; trade volume has again 
reached a record high of 313 billion euros. China is now 
in second place behind the USA in the top 10 export trade 
partners for Bavarian companies, while for WALDRICH CO-
BURG, it is by far and away the number one country in terms 
of business volume. 

Therefore it was only logical for WALDRICH COBURG to take 
this further step in China’s direction.
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After an initial construction run of four machines began, the 
second batch is now being produced. This time, the focus 
is on the US and Asian markets, and on the field of light-
weight machining. A Fanuc control option which meets all 
the requirements of modern manufacturing has been avail-
able since March 2015. 

Small and medium-sized companies in the USA and Asia 
in particular, which tend to offer shop-floor programming 
services, are well versed in the benefits of the Fanuc 30i. 

WALDRICH COBURG is able to offer three control options 
(Siemens/Heidenhain/Fanuc) at an incredible price largely 
thanks to the intelligent design of the drive concept, which 
is independent of any one control.

The motor spindles used in the HF version are made to 
our specifications by a renowned spindle manufacturer, 
exclusively for WALDRICH COBURG.The roughing spindle 
with a torque of 300 Nm relies on force, the finishing spin-
dle with 20,000 rpm on speed. Both spindles can be ac-

commodated by the same storage cart and changed au-
tomatically, which saves crucial time in the event of ser-
vicing. The customer is also able to retain a great deal of 
flexibility even in the future.

Major aspects of the keyword on everyone‘s lips, „INDUS-
TRY 4.0“, have been implemented in WALDRICH COBURG 
machinery for many years now. Remote maintenance, in-
teractive diagnostic systems, preventative maintenance 
and network connections are now complemented by mod-
ern hardware, such as the ergonomically designed con-
trol station with built-in service tablet. Service offices 
all over the world make 24/7 service an reality at WAL-
DRICH COBURG, rather than just a promise made in so 
many glossy brochures.

The attractive price, incredibly simple foundation design, 
high level of efficiency due to very short non-machining 
times and high degree of accuracy make  
serious competition for large horizontal machines. From 
precise frame machining through to the complex produc-
tion of smaller crankcases, the portal concept enables jig 
boring machines to be used both in one-off and series 
manufacturing.  

All of these outstanding features will be presented to a 
wide-ranging clientele at the  launch event 
to be held in Coburg from 9 to 13 November 2015.
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 – now available with FANUC control for the US and Japanese markets.

Direct service from WALDRICH-COBURG in China

Our service team in Beijing.



Today, large part machining would be unthinkable without 
gantry-type portal milling machines. Machinery with clear-
ance widths of 5 to 13 meters and a clearance height of 
up to 10 meters are producing all over the world thanks to 
WALDRICH COBURG. The technical flexibility and economic 
efficiency offered by such machines is simply unbeatable.  

In 2013, a very impressive example was delivered to 
P. van der Wegen Gears BV in Tilburg, Holland. With 
the PowerTec 13000 AG-S2, which weighs in at a total 
of over 1000 tons, the Dutch company invested in one 
of the largest and most advanced machine tools in the 
world. It can mill, drill, turn and cut external gearing on 
any workpiece. 

Along with cubic and round workpieces with huge dimen-
sions, this plant can also machine gear rings with a di-
ameter of up to 17.5 meters, which are mostly used in 
vertical mills for crushing ore. At the heart of this plant 
is the HSPO 900 C spindle unit, developed especially for 
machining external gearing, which produces gears up 
to module 55 using the hob cutting technique. Since the 
portal moves along the longitudinal axis, with the gan-
try design all feed movements are executed within the 
portal, making it particularly well suited to very long and 
heavy workpieces. 

Gantry machines are used to produce casings for ma-
rine diesel engines, turbine cylinders, rolling mill stands 
and other large workpieces. X-axis travel paths of 50 
meters are not uncommon in this kind of manufactur-
ing, whereas table-type portal machines would barely 
be capable of realising such machining lengths. With to-
day’s CNC controls, having the two X axes that are not 
mechanically connected to one another travel in syn-

chronism is a standard function, although dimensioning 
and manufacturing these mechanical drive trains cor-
rectly still calls for quite a technical feat. After all, on 
the largest machines a good 400,000 kg mass has to be 
synchronously positioned with an accuracy of one thou-
sandth of a millimeter.
 
Former owner of the company Otto Waldrich was the pi-
oneer of the gantry design. In order to produce the long 
beds needed for the planing, milling and grinding machines 
of the time to the requisite precision, many hundreds, and 
even sometimes thousands, of hours of manual scrap-
ing work had to be done for each machine. Otto Waldrich 
had an idea to streamline this process, in the late 1960s, 
he had a small milling device constructed, which was at-
tached to consoles on the floor of the hall. The milling unit 
was guided on only one side, and supported by a triangu-
lar frame on the other side. A gentle approach was taken 
to finish machining, making it possible to achieve the re-
quired longitudinal accuracy. 

The principle of the gantry machine was born! Over the 
following years, Waldrich used his experience to develop 
this concept of a simple milling device on a hall floor, fi-
nally coming up with the first fully-fledged gantry mill-
ing machine, known as a pit gantry; this was then built 
in 1970. Ever since, it has been possible to machine par-
ticularly long workpieces in a space-saving manner. 

However, customers’ demands kept growing until the 
workpiece heights of 1.5 meters that could be achieved 
with the pit gantry became too low. So in order to turn 
customers’ requirements into a reality, WALDRICH CO-
BURG found a way to take the gantry out of the pit and 
elevate it. 

Otto Waldrich was the inventor here too, initiating the 
development of a gantry with a height-adjustable cross-
rail. In 1973, the first gantry of this type was delivered 
to Siemens Mülheim. WALDRICH COBURG has built al-
most 150 gantry machines in the following years – the 
success story continues.

Adolf Waldrich founded the company in 1920 and the 
firm has not stopped developing ever since. The prod-
uct range evolved from stoneworking and celluloid cut-
ting machines to planing, grinding and special machines. 
The first portal milling machines were constructed at the 
end of the 1950s/start of the 1960s, with the first gan-
try-type milling machines following at the beginning of 
the 1970s. In 1995, the product portfolio was expanded 
still further with the addition of vertical turning centres. 
WALDRICH COBURG is now one of the very few manu-
facturers of the world’s largest machine tools, offering 
its customers tailor-made solutions right up to the high-
est level of automation.
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Editorial
2014 seemed to fly by, 
with our innovation cam-
paigns in Moscow, Chi-
cago, Stuttgart and Mi-
lan really showing what 
we are made of.

In 2015 we will under-
take a strategic realign-
ment and take an even 
more forward-looking 
approach. At home, our 

technology center means we have a real locational 
advantage here in Coburg. 

Meanwhile abroad, WALDRICH COBURG is rein-
forcing its direct on-site service offering in Bei-
jing and adding additional service to our existing 
group in the USA.

The entire WALDRICH COBURG family is committed 
to putting all of its expertise and innovation into 
the new TAURUS generation of machinery. As the 
global market leader, we are creating a true WAL-
DRICH COBURG product, designed as a series ma-
chine and with the very best milling price-perfor-
mance ratio. TAURUS will be designed and manu-
factured in Coburg – making it a real WALDRICH 
COBURG baby from our Upper Franconia home. 

We are currently making the company ready for 
TAURUS series production and plan to build four 
TAURUS machines simultaneously. The first ma-
chines will be up and running in the autumn. 

We are also proud to be able to help young peo-
ple get a good start in their careers by providing 
them with excellent training. Our apprentices are 
always amongst the best in the Coburg Chamber of 
Industry and Commerce, and have been awarded 
the Bavarian State Prize in the past.

Also forever at the heart of what WALDRICH CO-
BURG does is environmental consciousness. We 
were always ahead of the curve with our environ-
mental audits. Our new energy concept for the en-
tire firm, which includes a new building services 
engineering system for Production, will vastly re-
duce CO2 emissions still further. Social and envi-
ronmental responsibility have always been a guid-
ing principle of our company’s business activities.

We look forward to hearing about your interest in 
our products and are more than ready to welcome 
you on a visit to Coburg.

I wish you a pleasant read

Hubert Becker
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Gantry design – a success story from 
WALDRICH COBURG
45 years of continuous development – and it all began with the pit gantry

Hubert Becker and Matthias Fleischer talk to former company owner, Otto Waldrich.

The gantry-type PowerTec.



“You’ve got to see it!” Peter Schneyer, Head of Application 
Technology, brims over with enthusiasm when speaking 
about the successful MasterTec model. The MasterTec se-
ries with the M3 milling head from WALDRICH COBURG is  
number one when it comes to machining crankcases for 
medium-high-speed four-stroke diesel and gas engines. 
All the leading manufacturers of such engines have been 
benefiting from the long-term accuracy of these table-type 
portal machining centres for many years now. The Mas-
terTec is THE state-of-the-art machine in the field of en-
gine construction.

As part of the machine acceptance process at WALDRICH 
COBURG, extremely high geometric form and positional 
tolerances were demonstrated on three different types of 
diesel engine casings. During this procedure, the machin-
ing centre was simply installed on the shop floor, not on a 
foundation that had been specifically designed for it. The 
end customer provided the engine casings in a pre-ma-
chined state. When it comes to meeting the extremely 
high requirements involved, the most important prereq-
uisite is to have a basic machine, additional components, 
tools and clamping devices all with excellent geometric 
accuracy. Environmental factors must not be allowed to 
influence machining results. 

The process reliability of the entire system in performing 
its machining operations must be tested in advance, so 
the final drilling and milling operations can be executed 
in the shortest possible time and with no interruptions. 

The greatest benefit to manufacturing with a portal 
machining centre is the way in which the component is 
clamped during finishing, when the casing is in the same 
position as it will be later once the engine is running. As 
the casing is not infinitely rigid, having the workpiece 
clamped in an “unnatural” position could lead to machin-
ing errors. The “on-the-fly machining” technique used to 
produce crankshaft and camshaft bearing holes on the 
table-type portal construction machine enables maxi-
mum precision to be achieved in terms of the straight-
ness, positioning accuracy and circularity of the bear-
ings. There is no better machine concept according to 
the current state of the art. 

The crankshaft bearing bores of an engine represent the 
basic geometry as far as producing the casing is con-
cerned. Therefore, final machining of the bearing channel 
is the first finishing operation carried out on the crank-
case. Since all subsequent finishing processes refer back 
to the crankshaft bearing channel, the very highest level 
of accuracy is required here.

This concept delivers the same great results in terms of 
perpendicularity to the crankshaft bearing channel when 
machining the cylinder bore supports. The thermo-sym-
metrical design of the machine portal means that maxi-
mum precision can still be achieved even in difficult en-
vironmental conditions, for example, when temperatures 
are fluctuating. The important thing is that the finishing 
processes are carried out quickly and reliably. 

All spindle units have a temperature-controlled lubrica-
tion and cooling circuit. This prevents geometric changes 
to the spindle units and the machinery during the wide 

range of different machining processes performed, par-
ticularly at high speeds, thus ensuring that maximum ac-
curacy can be achieved.

The most important aspect of component inspection 
is that measuring equipment which is independent of 

the machine must be used: either mechanical measur-
ing instruments or laser measuring systems are em-
ployed here. Each engine manufacturer defines specific 
form and positional tolerances, which are summarised 
in measuring logs. 

In order to perform the final inspection on the three crank-
cases, the engine licenser provided us with the original 
measuring equipment. Each of these measuring instru-
ments must be continuously calibrated and certified, so 
that it meets the requirements of DIN ISO 9001. The en-
gine casings had maximum sizes of up to 1.5 meters in 
width, 2 meters in height and 9 meters in length. Precision 
ground measuring shafts are used to inspect the crank-
shaft and camshaft bearing holes. The measuring shaft 
and bearing hole form a perfectly matching pair. The mea-
suring shaft is pushed along the entire crankshaft bearing 
channel, always passing through three bearings simulta-
neously. If the measuring shaft is able to pass through 
all the bearings, then the straightness and positioning 
accuracy requirements have been met. These measure-
ments could also be taken with a very large coordinate 
measuring machine or a laser system. The straightness 
of the crankshaft bearing holes was less than 15 microns 
over a length of 5000 mm (<0.015/5000). The perpen-
dicularity of the cylinder bore support to the crankshaft 
bearing channel is another, more complex measurement. 

All such measurements were taken and logged together 
with a qualified expert provided by the engine licenser, 
with the results proving more than impressive to both the 
customer and the engine licenser alike: all perpendicu-
larities were less than 10 microns over a length of 1000 
mm (<0.01/1000). 

A quality control expert from Präzisionstechnik GmbH as-
sisted us in inspecting the form and positional tolerances at 
the front end. This company is a customer of WALDRICH CO-
BURG and has a wealth of experience in using laser tracker 
systems to measure hole spacings. The engine licenser has 
approved and certified this type of measuring process, with 
the laser tracker demonstrating an impressively high mea-
suring speed and flexible application options.

“Seeing is believing”: the chance to experience actual 
conditions and bring together all those who have had a 
hand in such outstanding technical achievements has 
lost none of its fascination.

The extremely good test results were the product of 
an extraordinary collaborative effort between all those 
involved at WALDRICH COBURG during the develop-
ment phase, manufacturing, the machine installation 
stage (which took around four months) and the six-
week testing process. 

For the customer and the engine licenser, it was also 
convincing proof of the incredibly high quality of our 
products, which will enable top-quality engine casings 
to be made on a long-term basis.

Unbelievably high precision for engine casings
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Diesel engine casing being machined on the MasterTec.

Finishing machining of the camshaft bearing hole with 
a specially designed spindle unit.

Finishing machining of the sealing faces for the cylinder bores. Measuring device for checking perpendicularities.
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On 1 January 2015, Geo Kingsbury took over as WALDRICH 
COBURG’s agency in England and Ireland.

According to Richard Kingsbury (Managing Director of 
Geo Kingsbury), the machine tools of WALDRICH COBURG 
round off the Geo Kingsbury product range quite nicely.

“WALDRICH COBURG is putting a lot of faith in the Geo 
Kingsbury network and looking to the future in Great 
Britain with confidence. We see huge potential in the 
British market for our large machining centres and 
the new TAURUS generation of machinery in particu-
lar,” said Matthias Fleischer (Director of Sales at WAL-
DRICH COBURG).

 Geo Kingsbury
 Quay Lane, Gosport
 Hampshire / England
 PO12 4LB 
 www.geokingsbury.com

New agency

WALDRICH COBURG is training the skilled workers of to-
morrow: all our apprentices obtained good results in their 
Chamber of Industry and Commerce exams, with Felix 
Stahl getting a mark of 97%. 

Three and a half years – that’s how long it takes most 
apprentices to complete their training, so when this time 
came to an end, an internal certificate awards ceremony 
was held at WALDRICH COBURG to mark the achievement. 
During these years, the apprentices learn from scratch 
how the best machine tools in the world are made at Co-
burg. All that drilling, filing and milling paid off in the end: 

Attaining the best exam results were Felix Stahl (ma-
chine operator) with a grade of 1.1 (1.0 is the best pos-
sible mark), Lukas Koch (machine operator) with 1.2 and 

Robert Pfeiffer (industrial mechanical technician) with 
a final grade of 1.4. Technical product designer Katha-
rina Lulei also impressed with her mark of 1.5. Sebas-
tian Denninger followed a work-study program in elec-
trical engineering, passing the skilled worker exam with 
a grade of 1.1.
 
Managing Director Hubert Becker highlighted WALDRICH 
COBURG’s commitment to apprenticeships: “Others are 
ceasing to offer apprenticeships – we are continuing to 
train and put our faith in our skilled workers of the future.”
 
Thanks to the sound training provided by WALDRICH CO-
BURG, each and every one of our graduates has now laid a 
valuable foundation stone on which to build a career and is 
in a position to continuously develop his or her own skills.

Robert Pfeiffer had this to say about his final paper: “It 
was really hard work.” The apprentices thanked their 
trainers for the valuable time spent with them by hand-
ing over gifts.
 
Head of Training Klaus Damaschke praised the efforts 
of the apprentices: “The guys really threw themselves 
into it.” Detlef Fuhrmann, representing the entire 
works council, recognised the youngsters’ achieve-
ments too.  

After the ceremony, the newly minted skilled workers were 
invited to attend the Kräutergarten restaurant. 

And more good news: every one of them received an em-
ployment contract too.

Felix Stahl impresses with a top grade of 1.1

WALDRICH COBURG is not only a company providing al-
most 800 people with jobs, it is also a living space for 
all of its employees too. So the firm places a special im-
portance on the issue of health management.

Managing Director Uwe Herold initiated the health pro-
motion scheme at WALDRICH COBURG: “We all spend a 
large portion of our time at our place of work. The Work-
place Health Management (WHM) program will be sure to 
motivate our employees to take better care of their own 
health. We the company, together with the WHM, are the 
engine behind this drive, creating an environment condu-
cive to promoting health through appropriate initiatives. 
A healthy workforce is the perfect foundation on which to 
build WALDRICH COBURG’s success.”

In particular when it comes to finding the next genera-
tion of staff, actively promoting a healthy lifestyle can 
be a real benefit, as it will encourage young people to 
choose to do their training with us. Head of HR Jens Os-
wald: “Our new Workplace Health Management scheme 
offers healthy on-site catering options and opportunities 
to exercise on the premises, plus it is improving the er-
gonomics of screen-based and production workstations. 
There is no doubt that our health management program 
represents yet another advantage for young people doing 
an apprenticeship here at WALDRICH COBURG.”

Svenja Haubold has been responsible for the WHM since 
the spring of 2014, together with the Working Group on 
Health. For her, the focus is on people: “It’s great that both 
managers and employees already see Workplace Health 
Management as an integral part of their working lives.”

Hubert Becker thinks that responsibility lies not only with 
the company, but also with its staff. A responsible and, 
wherever possible, healthy way of working forms part of 
the firm’s business activities. According to him: “Our goal 
is to achieve a healthy way of working, right from an ap-
prenticeship through to retirement. I was really pleased 

that our workforce showed such interest in our first Health 
Day, which took place last autumn.”  

 Since the start of the year, healthy food 
has joined the ham rolls and chocolate 

bars sold at the company’s snack 
bar. So now you can find muesli, 
yogurt, fruit and healthy rolls 
filled with delicious cream cheese, 

salmon or turkey breast, garnished 
with fresh salad or crunchy vegetables.

The canteen team has taken suggestions from the em-
ployee survey on board too, and is rustling up delicious 
yet light meals for the staff. More ideas stemming from 
the employee survey will be implemented over the com-
ing months. 

From the company’s point of view, a minor success story 
is already being written, with both the workforce and 
the management taking steps towards a healthier life-
style together.

Health affects us all

A varied program of events was in store on Health Day.


